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* Please note that the Online Scale Supplement is your results on the strictly online only questions. These results are for formative use only and NOT appropriate for summative use.

Additional notes:

We have collected just enough data to provide feedback on the online items from OSPTE to supplement the SPTE profile for your online class(es). The norm base for these items is minimal. There will be considerable variability in your scores until the norm base grows. It is important, for now, to use this information for formative purposes only.

Note that the items have been paraphrased in order to make the scale summary meaningful and to fit the page. Additionally, some items have been reversed (1 becomes a 5, 2 a 4, etc.). Such a reversal results in a high score ALWAYS being socially desirable.

Beside each item you will find both the item mean and a scale score. For each factor, the scale score is in parentheses. The scales scores all have a mean of 5.5 and a standard deviation of 2.0. Any score between 3.0 and 8.0 should be considered "typical." Again, keep in mind that the item and factor scores are for formative use only and NOT appropriate for summative use (tenure, promotion, or salary considerations).